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The Virtues of Liberalism: 
Christianity, Republicanism, 
and Ethics in Early American 
Political Discourse 

James T. Kloppenberg 

Historians sometimes forget that Dante reserved a special place in the Inferno for 
sowers of discord. Having spent their lives tearing apart families, communities, and 
religions, such lost souls spend eternity with a demon who slices their bodies in two. 
Their wounds do slowly heal, Dante tells us, but no sooner has "the gashed flesh 
reunited its grain" than their bodies are again split by the fiend's sharp sword. So 
it goes forever. A visitor from outside the circles of American colonial and early na- 
tional history, observing the polemics in which partisans of competing interpreta- 
tions carve each other up, might well wonder what students of American political 
culture have done to deserve a fate similar to the one Dante prescribed for schis- 
matics. These disputes have continued to heat up in recent years, as the exchanges 
betweenJohn Diggins and Paul Conkin and between Lance Banning andJoyce Ap- 
pleby illustrate., 

Readers who relish such controversies may be disappointed, but I do not intend 
in this essay to audition for the role of Dante's demon. Instead I hope to suggest 
a way out of our historiographical inferno by mapping what may appear to be a 
singularly unpromising escape route, a rediscovery of the virtues of liberalism. By 
examining the diverse sources of liberalism in the eighteenth century, I hope to 
demonstrate how and why liberal ideas could be joined with ideas from the different 

James T. Kloppenberg is assistant professor of history at Brandeis University. 
For comments offered on an earlier version of this essay, which was read at the meeting of the Organization 

of American Historians in New York on April 11, 1986, I am grateful to Joyce Appleby, Lance Banning, Hendrik 
Hartog, James Henretta, James Hoopes, Richard L. McCormick, Drew McCoy, J. R. Pole, David Thelen, and 
Gordon Wood. They bear a share of the responsibility for whatever virtues the essay may have; I take credit for 
any vices that remain. 

I Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy, Cantica I: Hell (L'Inferno), trans. Dorothy L. Sayers (Harmondsworth, 
1949), Canto XXVIII, 246-50; John Patrick Diggins, "Comrades and Citizens: New Mythologies in American 
Historiography," American Historical Review, 90 (June 1985), 614-38; Paul Conkin, "Comment," ibid., 639-43; 
John Patrick Diggins, "Reply," ibid., 644-49; Lance Banning, "Jeffersonian Ideology Revisited: Liberal and Classical 
Ideas in the New American Republic," William and Mary Quarterly, 43 (Jan. 1986), 3-19; Joyce Appleby, "Repub- 
licanism in Old and New Contexts," ibid., 20-34. See also the essays collected in the special issue "Republicanism 
in the History and Historiography of the United States," ed. Joyce Appleby, American Quarterly, 37 (Fall 1985), 
461-598. 
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10 The Journal of American History 

traditions of Protestant Christianity and classical republicanism at two decisive mo- 
ments, when Americans were launching the Revolution and formulating the Consti- 
tution, and to suggest how and why the three streams almost immediately diverged. 
In my conclusion, I will discuss the two themes of individual autonomy and popular 
sovereignty that were at the center of the American vision of politics during those 
years. 

The last three decades have yielded a wide variety of competing interpretations 
of the late eighteenth century. In the 1950s Louis Hartz and Daniel Boorstin offered 
two verdicts on a common version of America's liberal tradition. In the 1960s Ber- 
nard Bailyn and Gordon Wood explained why Americans were drawn to varieties 
of classical republicanism as they tried to separate from Britain and consolidate their 
revolution. In the 1970s Henry F. May and Morton White led a squadron of intellec- 
tual historians who emphasized the importance of Scottish common sense philos- 
ophy in the complex of ideas that constituted America's version of the Enlighten- 
ment. Finally, in the 1980s J. G. A. Pocock has reiterated and extended his earlier 
claims for the centrality of republicanism and the relative insignificance of John 
Locke's liberalism, while Diggins has countered by resurrecting Hartz's search for 
an abusable past in a passionate indictment of an American liberalism that has lost 
its soul.2 

Is this a trajectory of accumulating knowledge or a downward spiral of increas- 
ingly futile circularity? Have we learned anything from these competing interpreta- 
tions, or do they simply cancel each other out? In light of the work that has been 
done since the 1960s in social and political history, it is possible to argue that at 
least a few conclusions remain standing when the smoke of rhetoric clears. Some 
of the grander claims appear untenable, other arguments appear increasingly solid, 
and certain methodological guidelines for studying ideas appear helpful. I will 
discuss these topics in reverse order. 

First, it is now uncontroversial to conclude that the nonhistorical study of ideas 
is dead. Contributions from hermeneutics, from linguistically sensitive versions of 
Marxism, and from analytic philosophy have combined to demonstrate the fruitful- 
ness of contextualist analysis and the uselessness of studying ideas detached from 
their historical settings. Moreover, despite some nostaliga for the promised neatness 
of structuralism, intellectual historians now tend to agree that, although patterns 
of discourse do provide frameworks for thought, such frameworks are historical 

2 Louis Hartz, The Liberal Tradition in America: An Interpretation of American Political Thought since the 
Revolution (New York, 1955); Daniel Boorstin, The Genius ofAmerican Politics (Chicago, 1953); Bernard Bailyn, 
The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution (Cambridge, Mass., 1967); Gordon Wood, The Creation of 
the American Republic, 1776-1787 (New York, 1969); Henry F. May, The Enlightenment in America (New York, 
1976); Morton White, The Philosophy of the American Revolution (New York, 1978); Garry Wills, Inventing 
America: Jefferson's Declaration of Independence (Garden City, 1978); D. H. Meyer, The Democratic Enlighten- 
ment (New York, 1976); the essays collected in the special issue "An American Enlightenment," ed. Joseph Ellis, 
American Quarterly, 28 (Summer 1976), 147-293; J. G. A. Pocock, The Machiavellian Moment: Florentine Political 
Thought andthe Atlantic Republican Tradition (Princeton, 1975); J. G. A. Pocock, Virtue, Commerce, and History 
(Cambridge, Eng., 1985), see esp. 48, 79, for particularly sharp formulations of this argument; and cf. John Patrick 
Diggins, The Lost Soul of American Politics: Virtue, Self-Interest, and the Foundations of Liberalism (New York, 
1984), see esp. 3-145, 345. 
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The Virtues of Liberalism 11 

rather than eternal. Discourse, in other words, shifts, often slowly, sometimes rap- 
idly, but always unevenly, in response to the imaginative manipulation of language 
by creative thinkers confronting unprecedented problems. Prevailing theories of ra- 
tionality suggest that individuals interpret the meaning of experience only slowly 
and imperfectly, because experience is always culturally mediated by the systems of 
symbols that render ideas and behavior significant. The meaning of the past 
emerges for historians in the same way, as we attempt to uncover progressively clearer 
understandings of what experience meant for earlier generations. Intellectual 
historians who insist on viewing the past from the angle of those who lived it tend 
to be equally impatient with the claims of Marxists and Whigs to understand grand 
patterns of development, because such patterns may distort our understanding by 
imposing meanings different from those that ideas had historically. Just as social 
historians have turned increasingly to the project of reconstructing the past as it was 
lived, so intellectual historians have tried to reconstruct ideas as they were thought, 
by trying to uncover what thinkers believed themselves to be doing-what they 
meant to be doing-when they wrote what they did.3 This hermeneutical approach 
to historical inquiry does not rule out the attempt to find larger patterns of change. 
Indeed, that is precisely what I will try to do in this essay, as I sort through the var- 
ious interpretations of early American political culture in search of a new perspective 
on some familiar problems. The hermeneutical approach merely requires that such 
interpretations be seen in terms of the meanings available in the past. These 
meanings are then examined critically in light of later developments, rather than 
through some lens designed to broaden or deepen perspectives in order to fit events 
to a preconceived pattern. 

Shifting from method to content, it is possible to identify an emerging consensus 
among historians concerning the persistence of diversity in American patterns of 
thought and behavior during the colonial and early national periods. Partisans of 
both the republican and the liberal interpretations have identified strands of Amer- 
ican political culture whose presence can no longer be convincingly denied. When 
Pocock all but dismisses liberalism, for example, or when Diggins dismisses repub- 
licanism, they ignore an increasingly impressive body of scholarship not merely sug- 
gesting, but showing, evidence of contrast and diversity. In this essay, after ex- 
amining three different sources of colonial American ideas about virtue - religious, 

3Recent discussions include Richard J. Bernstein, Beyond Objectivism and Relativism: Science, Hermeneutics, 
andPraxis (Philadelphia, 1983); Richard Rorty,J. B. Schneewind, and Quentin Skinner, eds., Philosophy in History 
(Cambridge, Eng., 1984); Quentin Skinner, ed., The Return of Grand Theory in the Human Sciences (Cambridge, 
Eng., 1985); Pocock, Virtue, Commerce, and History, 1-34; James A. Henretta, "Social History As Lived and 
Written," American Historical Review, 84 (Dec. 1979), 1293-1322. For a critique of such ideas, see John Patrick 
Diggins, "The Oyster and the Pearl: The Problem of Contextualism in Intellectual History," History and Theory, 
23 (1984), 151-69; and Diggins, Lost Soul of American Politics, 347-65. Two collections of essays that not only 
discuss methodology, but also provide splendid examples of how the methodology works are Dominick LaCapra 
and Steven L. Kaplan, eds., Modern European Intellectual History: Reappraisals and New Perspectives (Ithaca, 
1982); and David A. Hollinger, In the American Province: Studies in the History and Historiography of Ideas 
(Bloomington, 1985). For more detailed discussion of these issues, see James T. Kloppenberg, "Deconstruction 
and Hermeneutics as Strategies for Intellectual History: The Recent Work of Dominick LaCapra and David Hol- 
linnger," Intellectual History Newsletter, 9 (April 1987), forthcoming. 
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republican, and liberal - and suggesting inconsistencies within each source, I will 
indicate how their evident incompatibilities and quite different regional strengths 
could be muted precisely because of the tensions that persisted within each tra- 
dition. 

Virtue in various forms lay at the heart of Christian doctrine. Between the discus- 
sion of the virtues in the Summa theologica of Thomas Aquinas and The Nature 
of True Virtue of Jonathan Edwards ran a string of less carefully constructed, but 
nonetheless powerfully influential, meditations on universal benevolence as the 
ideal of Christian ethical doctrine. Several of these meditations have recently at- 
tracted renewed attention through the work of Norman Fiering.4 Outside New En- 
gland, which is at the center of Fiering's vision, it seems likely that Christian con- 
cepts of virtue flowed through colonial American culture principally in the form 
of mainstream Anglicanism and a complementary secular literature. Other 
historians, again looking primarily at New England, have emphasized the impor- 
tance of evangelicalism as a source of social and political unrest in eighteenth- 
century America. After a period in which both European and American historians 
tended to downplay the religious dimensions of eighteenth-century thought and 
presented it as a celebration of science and skepticism, recent work has concentrated 
on the persistence of either explicit or implicit religious ideals in the Enlightenment 
on both sides of the Atlantic, and especially on the corrosive effect of religious en- 
thusiasm on prevailing patterns of deference. The "irrepressibly democratic dynamic 
in Protestant theology," to use Perry Miller's exuberant phrase for it, remained all 
too repressible in most American denominations until social tensions brought it 
bubbling to the surface in a variety of forms. The idea of the covenant, central to 
Puritan theology from the outset, contained a doctrine of participation that threat- 
ened hierarchical stability. Several recent studies have refined earlier hypotheses con- 
cerning the connection between the Great Awakening and the American Revolu- 
tion. Although the pattern and timing varied by region and denomination, it seems 
clear that the dissenting tradition, which originally flourished in the eroding soil 
of community, was transplanted into a republican environment in which it con- 
tinued to grow.5 

4 Norman Fiering, Moral Philosophy at Seventeenth-Century Harvard: A Discipline in Transition (Chapel Hill, 
1981); Norman Fiering, Jonathan Edwards's Moral Thought and Its British Context (Chapel Hill, 1981). See also 
Bruce Kuklick, Churchmen and Philosophers: From Jonathan Edwards to John Dewey (New Haven, 1985), 5-111; 
and Elizabeth Flower and Murray G. Murphey, A History of Philosophy in America (2 vols., New York, 1977), I, 
3-361. 

5 For emphasis on the "paganism" of the Enlightenment, see Peter Gay, The Enlightenment: An Interpretation 
(2 vols., New York, 1966-1969). On the American side, see esp. May, Enlightenment in America. Recent discussions 
of the Enlightenment emphasizing its multidimensionality include-Lester Crocker, "Interpreting the Enlighten- 
ment: A Political Approach,"Journal of the History of Ideas, 46 (April-June 1985), 211-30; and Roy Porter and 
Mikulhs' Teich, eds., The Enlightenment in National Context (Cambridge, Eng., 1981). 

For a seminal discussion of Puritanism and politics, see Perry Miller, Errand into the Wilderness (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1956), 16-47, esp. 47. The overly ambitious claims of Alan Heimert, Religion and the American Mind. 
From the Great Awakening to the Revolution (Cambridge, Mass., 1966), have been moderated, and the role of 
religion carefully assessed, in several recent studies. See Richard L. Bushman, From Puritan to Yankee: Character 
and the Social Order in Connecticut, 1690-1765 (Cambridge, Mass., 1967);-William G. McLoughlin, "The Role 
of Religion in the Revolution: Liberty of Conscience and Cultural Cohesion in the New Nation," in Essays on the 
American Revolution, ed. Stephen G. Kurtz and James H. Hutson (Chapel Hill, 1973), 197-255; William G. 
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g~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..... . 
. .. . ... .. 

New Englanders hold a town meeting in a Congregational church. 
From the sometimes chaotic practice of self-government, Americans 

developed the principle of popular sovereignty. 
Courtesy Library of Congress. 

Religion continued to contribute to the shaping of American culture in the eigh- 
teenth century, but the Christian notion of virtue was sufficiently expansive to con- 
tain contradictory ideas. Did the challenge to authority represented by the 
awakening involve the abrogation of all rules, or did New Light communities merely 
seek to reconstitute order on a purified foundation? Did the renewed emphasis on 
man'Ps depravity signal the distance America had fallen from its lofty mission, or 

McLoughlin, Revivals, Awakenings, and Reform: An Essay on Religion and Social Change in America, 1607-1977 
(Chicago, 1978), 24-97; Nathan 0. Hatch, The Sacred Cause ofLiberty: Republican Thought and the Millennium 
in Revolutionary New England (New Haven, 1977); Patricia U. Bonomi, " 'A Just Opposition': The Great 
Awakening as a Radical Model 'in The Origins ofAnglo-American Radicalism, ed. MargaretJacob andJamesJacob 
(London, 1984), 243-56; Rhys Isaac, "Radicalised Religion and Changing Lifestyles: Virginia in the Period of the 
American Revolution' ibid., 257-67; and David D. Hall, "Religion and Society: Problems and Reconsiderations:' 
in Colonial British America: Essays in the New History of the Early Modern Era, ed. Jack P. Greene and J. R. Pole 
(Baltimore, 1984), 317-44. On declension and the jeremiad, cf. Gene Wise, "Implicit Irony in Perry Miller's New 
England Mind,' Journal of the History of Ideas, 29 (Oct.-Dec. 1968), 579-600; Robert G. Pope, "New England 
versus the New England Mind: The Myth of Declension:' Journal of Social History, 3 (Winter 1969-1970), 95-108; 
and Sacvan Bercovitch, The American jeremiad (Madison, 1978). 
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did it testify to the community's faithfulness to its original ideals? Did the commit- 
ment to God, "whom to serve is perfect freedom," require selfless obedience - or 
rather the individual's liberation from all merely earthly forms of authority? 
Different communities answered those questions in different ways, and their recog- 
nition of those disagreements only made their competing claims to Christian virtue 
more strident. 

The presence of classical republicanism as a second tradition in American polit- 
ical discourse during the latter half of the eighteenth century is no longer in doubt. 
Reasonable people certainly will continue to disagree about the centrality or the per- 
vasiveness of these ideas and to question who articulated republican arguments for 
what reasons and for how long. These are serious questions to which I will return. 
Classical republicans called for independent citizens to protect fragile civic virtue 
against the threat of corruption represented by the extension of executive power. 
Their ideal of a community, in which individuals define their interests in terms of 
the common good, figured prominently in the political literature produced in 
America, particularly between the end of the Seven Years' War and the ratification 
of the Constitution. A successful challenge to the work of Caroline Robbins, Bailyn, 
Wood, and others would not merely have to deny the legitimacy of their under- 
standing of the role of ideas in historical change, it would also have to destroy the 
formidable mountain of evidence on which their arguments rest. Although repub- 
licanism was not the only vocabulary of virtue available to Americans concerned 
with political questions, it surely was one of the several vocabularies available to 
them.6 

Yet just as the Christian ideal of virtue was both central and ambiguous, so the 
republican ideal of the virtuous citizen was fuzzy. Did classical republicans fear 
change and distrust popular government? Did they tolerate hierarchy, embrace 
Spartan simplicity, and encourage militarism? It would be a caricature of repub- 
licanism in Britain or America to identify those characteristics as essential to the clas- 
sical tradition in all its many "court" and "country" forms. Yet one need look no 
further than Machiavelli to discover the problematical nature of an ideal inspired 
by the Renaissance fascination with virti. Neither Montesquieu norJames Madison 
nor John Adams subscribed to a version of republican virtue that elevated the will 
to combat fortune above the individual's responsibility to adhere to the moral law. 
The powerful, although brief, appeal of republicanism as a weapon to be wielded 
against corruption seems clear enough. But its meaning for a nation attempting to 
establish itself on a foundation of natural rights, equality, and the pursuit of happi- 
ness proved a good deal murkier.7 

6 Caroline Robbins, The Eighteenth-Century Commonwealthman: Studies in the Transmission, Development, 
and Circumstances of English Liberal Thought from the Restoration of Charles II until the WUar with the Thirteen 
Colonies (Cambridge, Mass., 1959); Bailyn, Ideological Origins; Bernard Bailyn, ed., Pamphlets of the American 
Revolution, 1750-1776 (Cambridge, Mass., 1965); Wood, Creation; Robert E. Shalhope, "Toward a Republican Syn- 
thesis: The Emergence of an Understanding of Republicanism in American Historiography," William and Mary 
Quarterly, 29 (Jan. 1972), 49-80; Pocock, Machiavellian Moment; and J. G. A. Pocock, "The Machiavellian Mo- 
ment Revisited: A Study in History and Ideology," Journal of Modern History, 53 (March 1981), 49-72. 

7A recent study of Machiavelli that challenges Pocock's view is Mark Hulliung, Citizen Machiavelli (Princeton, 
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The Virtues of Liberalism 15 

The individual, Locke counseled, must master his inclinations 
"for the sake of what is fit to be donne." 

Reproduced from the London Magazine, 21 (Oct. 1752), 468. 

The third tradition I want to consider is liberalism. Since the false trail left by 
Hartz has distracted us from the meanings of liberal virtue, Appleby's work has been 
especially valuable. As she has pointed out, liberalism first took shape in the battle 
against both the inherited patterns of social hierarchy and the economic ideas of 
mercantilism that together served as props for privilege in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. Diggins has quite properly insisted that unless we restore 
liberalism to our vision of American politics, the republican perception may become 
as static and one-dimensional as the Hartzian view it set out to replace. But which 
liberalism should we recover? There is a liberal tradition that originated with 

1983). See also Robert Shackleton, Montesquieu: A Critical Biography (Oxford, 1961); Mark Hulliung, Mon- 
tesquieu andthe Old Regime (Berkeley, 1976); Marvin Meyers, ed., The Mind of the Tounder: Sources of the Polit- 
ical Thought ofJames Madison (Hanover, 1981), xi-xli; John R. Howe, Jr., The Changing Political Thought ofJohn 
Adams (Princeton, 1966); and Alasdair MacIntyre, After Virtue (Notre Dame, 1981), 210-21. 
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Thomas Hobbes's hardheaded cynicism and developed into the market liberalism 
examined by Appleby and excoriated in C. B. Macpherson's study of possessive in- 
dividualism. That liberalism failed to make rapid progress either in England or in 
America precisely because, in Appleby's words, it "rested upon a moral base so 
shallow as to threaten the whole complex of conventional religious precepts." Al- 
though such liberalism promised freedom, it "delivered most of the propertyless 
into the hands of a new master- the market." Given the persistence of both religious 
and republican ideas running directly counter to the "radical reductionism" of per- 
sonality required for the acceptance of behavior motivated solely by economic con- 
siderations, the resistance this version of liberalism encountered in eighteenth- 
century England and America should occasion little surprise.8 

But there was another liberal tradition, whose roots stretched to the sober 
Puritanism of Locke rather than the stark individualism of Hobbes. Largely through 
the work ofJohn Dunn, we now have a portrait that rescues the historical Locke from 
Macpherson's cartoon. The persuasiveness of Dunn's argument derives largely from 
his insistence that we take Locke on his own terms, instead of imposing on him 
meanings gathered from the social consequences of capitalism. His concept of in- 
dividual liberty dissolves if it is removed from the context of divinely established 
natural law, which encumbers the freedom of individuals at every turn with the 
powerful commands of duty. Locke's belief in a natural law discernible by reason 
led him to condemn the unregulated pursuit of self-interest that Hobbes considered 
natural and that later writers who celebrated a market economy sanctioned. "He 
that has not a mastery over his inclinations," Locke wrote in 1687, "he that knows 
not how to resist the importunity of present pleasure, or pain, for the sake of what, 
reason tells him, is fit to be donne, wants the true principle of Vertue, and industry; 
and is in danger never to be good for anything."9 

8 C. B. Macpherson, The Political Theory of Possessive Individualism (Oxford, 1962); Joyce Appleby, "Ideology 
and Theory: The Tension between Political and Economic Liberalism in Seventeenth-Century England," American 
Historical Review, 81 (June 1976), 512, 515. For an especially pointed formulation of her critique of Pocock, see 
Joyce Appleby, "Response to J. G. A. Pocock," Intellectual History Newsletter, 4 (Spring, 1982), 20-22. 

9 Locke quoted inJohn Dunn, Rethinking Modern Political Theory: Essays, 1979-83 (Cambridge, Eng., 1985), 
194n43. Cf. this passage: "InJanuary 1698, in a letter to his friend William Molyneux, Locke summed up the con- 
victions of a lifetime: 'If I could think that discourses and arguments to the understanding were like the several 
sorts of cates [foodstuffs] to different palates and stomachs, some nauseous and destructive to one, which are 
pleasant and restorative to another; I should no more think of books and study, and should think my time better 
imploy'd at push-pin than in reading or writing. But I am convinc'd of the contrary: I know there is truth opposite 
to falsehood, that it may be found if people will, and is worth the seeking, and is not only the most valuable, 
but the pleasantest thing in the world"'; John Dunn, Locke (Oxford, 1984), 87. See alsoJohn Dunn, The Political 
Thought ofJohn Locke: An Historical Account of the "Two Treatises of Government" (Cambridge, Eng., 1969). 
In his most recent work Dunn has continued to emphasize the necessity of understanding Locke's conception of 
rights in the context of his religious belief. InJohn Dunn, "What is Living and What is Dead in the Political Theory 
ofJohn Locke?" paper delivered in Cambridge, Mass., in 1986 (in the possession ofJames T. Kloppenberg), 10-11, 
he wrote, "For Locke all the rights human beings have (and which they certainly do possess prior to and indepen- 
dently of all human political authority) derive from, depend upon and are rigidly constrained by a framework of 
objective duty: God's requirements for human agents. Within this setting, but as he supposed only within this 
setting, the claims of right are indeed decisive and all human beings have a duty to observe them and to enforce 
them." Dunn's interpretation relies in important respects on Peter Laslett's brilliant essay on Locke: Peter Laslett, 
"Introduction," in John Locke, Two Treatises of Government, ed. Peter Laslett (Cambridge, Eng., 1960), 15-168; 
this interpretation has been extended in James Tully, A Discourse on Property: John Locke and His Adversaries 
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The recent emphasis on the pervasiveness of Scottish common sense philosophy 
in the American Enlightenment has been as important as the recognition that nat- 
ural law provided the screen on which Locke projected his political ideas. Locke's 
Christianity may have shielded him from the unsettling implications of his empiri- 
cist epistemology, but those implications became apparent in David Hume's skepti- 
cism. The attractiveness of such thinkers as Francis Hutcheson, Adam Ferguson, 
Thomas Reid, and Dugald Stewart for Americans can be explained by their ability 
to reassure anxious religious sensibilities. Different Scots appealed to different 
Americans, as Henry May and others have shown. Despite their disagreements, the 
Scottish philosophers did share a commitment to the accountability of the in- 
dividual to the community, and that commitment appealed to Americans as much 
as did their comforting theories of knowledge. Even Hume, whose social ideas 
betrayed no trace of sentimentality, conceded that "a tendency to public good, and 
to the promoting of peace, harmony, and order in society does, always, by affecting 
the benevolent principles of our frame, engage us on the side of the social virtues." 
Hume derived this argument from imagination and custom rather than reason; thus 
his approach differed from those of writers who grounded moral sense on feelings, 
with Hutcheson, or on rational intuition, with Reid.10 

The Scottish Enlightenment was dedicated to discovering methods by which a 
provincial culture could create forms of social virtue without having to rely on 
republican political institutions unavailable to a province that was, like America, 
uncomfortable with its status. Thus the Scots turned to local, cultural, and, most 
notably, economic forms of association as potential fields for the cultivation of vir- 
tuous community life. The most influential of their efforts, of course, identified the 
mysterious workings of an invisible hand capable of transforming even the activity 
of the least virtuous into socially constructive behavior. As students of Adam Smith, 
includingJacob Viner, Donald Winch, and Richard Teichgraeber, have emphasized, 
Smith did not seek to establish the workability of a market economy to make pos- 
sible the unchecked exercise of self-interest in the pursuit of wealth. Smith aimed 

(Cambridge, Eng., 1980). Morton White incorporated this view of Locke in his analysis of Jefferson; see White, 
Philosophy of the Ameiican Revolution, 57-60. The possibility that Locke himself provided the best arsenal of 
arguments against C. B. Macpherson's critique is explored in Patrick Riley, Will andPoliticalLegitimacy: A Critical 
Exposition of Social Contract Theory in Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, Kant, and Hegel (Cambridge, Mass., 1982), 
61-97. 

10 David Hume, An Enquiry concerning the Principles of Morals (La Salle, 1938), 67; see also the discussion 
of this passage in Gertrude Himmelfarb, The Idea of Poverty: England in the Early Industrial Age (New York, 
1984), 3 5. The critical literature on the Scottish moral philosophers is vast and growing rapidly. A thoughtful review 
of recent work is Nicholas Phillipson, "The Scottish Enlightenment," in The Enlightenment in National Context, 
ed. Porter and Teich, 19-40. An early exploration of the similarities between Scotland and the American colonies 
was John Clive and Bernard Bailyn, "England's Cultural Provinces: Scotland and America," William and Mary 
Quarterly, 11 (April 1954), 200-213; more extensive investigations of Scottish ideas in America include May, En- 
lightenment in America; White, Philosophy of the American Revolution; Wills, Inventing America; D. H. Meyer, 
The Instructed Conscience: The Shaping of the American National Ethic (Philadelphia, 1972); Meyer, Democratic 
Enlzghtenment; and Terence Martin, The Instructed Vision: Scottish Common Sense Philosophy and the Origins 
of American Fiction (Bloomington, 1961). For a balanced assessment of the impact of Scottish common sense on 
American thought, see J. R. Pole, "Enlightenment and the Politics of American Nature," in The Enlightenment 
in National Context, ed. Porter and Teich, 209. 
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instead to make possible, through ingeniously anti-utopian methods, a world of 
both plenty and justice. Barriers restricting freedom and insuring poverty would 
yield to market mechanisms facilitating general prosperity. Smith worked within 
two contexts, the tradition of natural law articulated by Grotius and Pufendorf and 
reworked by Smith's mentor Hutcheson and the tradition of political economy es- 
tablished in late seventeenth-century England by the critics of mercantilism. The 
cold comfort enjoyed by later generations liberated from what E. P. Thompson and 
others have called the "moral economy" of precapitalist England has caused us to 
lose sight of Smith's intent. Just as Locke's enterprise is misunderstood when his 
liberalism serves as the midwife of possessive individualism, so Smith's purpose is 
distorted when the market mechanism he envisioned as a means to a moral end is 
presented as itself the goal of political economy. This interpretation of the Wealth 
of Nations resolves the thorniest part of the Adam Smith problem by suggesting 
that Smith expected a market economy to make possible the virtue he examined 
in The Theory of Moral Sentiments: "How selfish soever man may be supposed, 
there are evidently some principles in his nature, which interest him in the fortune 
of others, and render their happiness necessary to him, though he derives nothing 
from it, except the pleasure of seeing it." This concept of benevolence, flowing from 
the springs of natural law that fed Locke's liberalism as well as various streams of 
Protestantism in America, thus played as large a part in Smith's philosophy as it 
did in those versions of Scottish common sense that figured more directly in 
eighteenth-century American thought." 

Yet just as religious and republican ideas contained ambiguities blurring implicit 
inconsistencies, so tension remained latent even in versions of liberalism oriented 

11 Adam Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments (Indianapolis, 1969), 47. Cf. the following passage: "There 
can be no proper motive for hurting our neighbor, there can be no incitement to do evil to another which mankind 
will go along with, except just indignation for evil which that other has done to us. To disturb his happiness merely 
because it stands in the way of our own, to take from him what is of real use to him merely because it may be 
of equal or of more use to us, or to indulge, in this manner, at the expense of other people, the natural preference 
which every man has for his own happiness above that of other people, is what no impartial spectator can go along 
with"; ibid., 160. For a splendid discussion of Smith's attempt to integrate his political economy with the philos- 
ophy of moral sense he derived from his mentor Francis Hutcheson, who had tried to unify the competing strands 
of natural law represented by Grotius's radical individualism and Pufendorf's responsible communitarianism, see 
Richard Teichgraeber III, 'Free Trade' and Moral Philosophy: Rethinking the Sources of Adam Smith's Wealth of 
Nations (Durham, 1986); and "Introduction' in Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the 
Wealth of Nations, ed. Richard Teichgraeber III (New York, 1985), ix-xlviii. Teichgraeber also emphasizes Smith's 
debts to the seventeenth-century British economists who were impatient both with mercantilism and with what 
E. P. Thompson and others have called the tradition of "moral economy." See E. P. Thompson, "The Moral Economy 
of the Crowd in Eighteenth-Century England," Past andPresent, 50 (Feb. 1971), 76-136. Cf. the following passage: 
"For Smith political economy was not an end in itself but a means to an end, that end being the wealth and well- 
being, moral and material, of the 'people,' of whom the 'laboring poor' were the largest part. And the poor them- 
selves had a moral status in that economy- not the special moral status they enjoyed in a fixed, hierarchic order, 
but that which adhered to them as individuals in a free society sharing a common human, which is to say, moral, 
nature"; Himmelfarb, Idea of Poverty, 63. This interpretation of Adam Smith, first advanced by Jacob Viner in 
the 1920s, has since become less revisionist than orthodox. See Jacob Viner, "Adam Smith and Laissez-Faire," in 
The Long View andthe Short: Studies in Economic Theory and Policy (Glencoe, Ill., 1958), 213-45. An influential 
presentation of this view is Donald Winch, Adam Smith's Politics: An Essay in Historiographic Revision (Cam- 
bridge, Eng., 1978); see also the range of perspectives in Istvan Hont and Michael Ignatieff, eds., Wealth and Virtue: 
The Shaping of Political Economy in the Scottish Enlightenment (Cambridge, Eng., 1983). On the roots of liberal 
political economy in the tradition of natural law, see Richard Tuck, NaturalRights Theories: Their Origin and De- 
velopment (Cambridge, Eng., 1979). 
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more toward ideals of virtue than toward simple acquisitiveness. Could Locke's 
theory of money as the symbol of tacit consent, for example, justify forms of prop- 
erty holding that threatened the natural right of the poor to survive? Were Locke's 
strictures against extravagant accumulation incompatible with the legitimacy he ac- 
corded any social arrangements that earned popular assent? Did the Scottish 
philosophers expect man's innate moral sense to provide a standard that would rule 
out any social order resting on exploitation, or did they suppose instead that the 
impulse toward benevolence would suffice as a brake on oppression regardless of the 
form of economic organization? Finally, by identifying the inadvertently beneficial 
effects of consumption, did Smith encourage the prodigality scorned by earlier 
generations devoted to the Protestant ethic? In every case it seems clear that a gap 
separated the intentions of liberal thinkers from the world of possessive individu- 
alism that eventually emerged. Nevertheless, the inversion of means and ends that 
accompanied the process Max Weber described as the replacement of substantive 
rationality by instrumental rationality did lead to the rise of a mentality giving pri- 
ority to consuming over producing, and to wealth over virtue. Istvan Hont and 
Michael Ignatieff have shown how the development of the concept of property in 
the transformation of natural jurisprudence from Aquinas to Grotius, and then 
from Locke to Smith, steadily attenuated the legitimate claims of the poor on the 
rich. Ironically, only when widespread prosperity seemed at last a possibility did rec- 
ognition of the residual rights of the poor disappear.12 

Thus the ideas that sailed to America during the seventeenth and eighteenth cen- 
turies were rich in diversity and in ambiguity. Montesquieu was only confirming 
what contemporaries already knew when he distinguished, in The Spirit ofthe Laws, 
between three sorts of virtue - Christian, political, and moral. With neatness of a 
sort that usually makes historians uneasy, they conform to the ideas of virtue in the 
traditions of religious, republican, and Scottish common sense philosophy. Not only 
were those conceptions of virtue not clearly compatible, as Montesquieu pointed 
out, there were inconsistencies within each of the three traditions as well, as I have 
tried to make clear. When Americans feverishly debated their future in the second 
half of the eighteenth century, they had available to them three distinguishable, 
if not altogether discrete, vocabularies of virtue. Each was unsteady enough by itself, 
but when combined they became unpredictably explosive. In America, moreover, 
an "inadvertent pluralism" emerged from the interaction of diverse cultures and the 
experimentation encouraged by the existence of opportunity. Because the roots of 
recently transplanted traditons were comparatively shallow, testing new alternatives 
was an attractive option in the colonies. Perhaps for that reason different intellectual 
and cultural patterns tended to rearrange themselves, or even to merge, rather than 
remaining altogether separate. 

12 See Dunn, Locke, 36-44, for a brief discussion of this problem, and Tully, Discourse on Property, for a more 
extended treatment. On Adam Smith and the consequences of political economy, cf. Istvan Hont and Michael 
Ignatieff, "Needs and Justice in the Wealth of Nations: An Introductory Essay," in Wealth and Virtue, ed. Hont 
and Ignatieff, 1-44; and Nicholas Phillipson, "Adam Smith as Civic Moralist," ibid., 179-202. Max Weber's most 
straightforward discussion of the varieties of rational action appears in Max Weber, Economy and Society, ed. Guen- 
ther Roth and Claus Wittich, trans. Ephraim Fischoll et al. (2 vols., Berkeley, 1978), I, 24-26. 
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Regional differentiation further enriched the blend of diverse ideas and ex- 
perience. Although not without exceptions, the first settlers of New England em- 
braced ideals of social cohesion and patterns of precommercial agriculture. The 
Middle Colonies, culturally and intellectually more heterogeneous, were from the 
beginning less stable socially, and they more rapidly developed economic diversifica- 
tion and commercial farming. The southern colonies, founded by adventurers and 
called to order by a planter oligarchy, lacked both the restraints imposed by piety 
and community in New England and the experience of flexibility and fragmentation 
in the Middle Colonies. Further complicating this already-crazy quilt is the in- 
creasing emphasis social historians have placed on change and on religious, political, 
and socioeconomic diversity in colonial America. The explosion of research since the 
1960s has demolished simple pictures of a stable prerevolutionary America, and it 
is now apparent not only how diverse were the patterns of experience in different 
regions, but also how complicated were the processes of development. Established 
forms of behavior persisted uneasily alongside innovations, as experience altered the 
cultures the colonists brought with them from Europe. Ideas have different 
meanings in different contexts, and as various religious, political, and ethical as- 
sumptions encountered the social and economic realities of life in a new and rapidly 
changing world, the potential meanings of virtue grew exponentially.13 

It was precisely this variety of ideas that enabled the colonists to converge in the 
1760s in opposition to British efforts to reassert the Crown's authority. Because of 
the ambiguities of the traditions from which they drew, and because of the unsteadi- 
ness and the inconsistencies of the arguments they advanced, they were able to join 
together behind a banner of ideas stitched together from three different sources: 
religious, republican, and liberal. I will be able to suggest only briefly how these 
traditions figured in revolutionary thinking. While the most ambitious claims for 
a tight causal connection between religious enthusiasm and political rebellion have 
not survived careful scrutiny, historians have shown how Puritan millennialism in 
the North, and Baptist evangelicalism in the South, could join forces with more 
secular forms of radicalism. Through participation in symbolic communal activities, 
colonists were able to put aside their differences and unite - however briefly- 
against the British. The galvanizing effect on American thinking of the second set 
of ideas I have isolated, classical republicanism, needs little discussion. The 
pamphlets of the revolution spoke the language of civic humanism as clearly as they 
spoke the language of dissenting Protestantism, and the evidence that the two lan- 
guages coexisted in revolutionary political discourse is incontrovertible. As for Locke 

13 Two collections of essays provide extremely helpful overviews of recent work in American colonial social his- 
tory, and both are transatlantic in focus. The phrase "inadvertent pluralism" appears in an essay in the first collec- 
tion; see Joyce Appleby, James Jacob, and Margaret Jacob, "Introduction," in Origins of Anglo-American 
Radicalism, ed. Jacob and Jacob, 11. The other collection is Colonial British America, ed. Greene and Pole. Com- 
parative analyses of Europe and America have transformed the study of colonial intellectual life. Discussions of 
recent work reflecting that influence include Daniel Walker Howe, "European Sources of Political Ideas in Jefferso- 
nian America," Reviews in American History, 10 (Dec. 1982), 28-44; Robert E. Shalhope, "Republicanism and 
Early American Historiography," William and Mary Quarterly, 39 (April 1982), 334-56; and Pole, "Enlightenment 
and the Politics of American Nature," 192-214. 
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Thomas Jefferson, Richard Henr y Lee, Patrick Henry, and 
Francis Lightfoot Lee in the Raleigh Tavern, May 1774. 

Reproduced from Harper's New Monthly Magazine, 92 (May 1896), 948. 

and Scottish moral philosophy, it seems clear both that these ideas were not the en- 
tire story, as used to be argued, and that they were not irrelevant, as it was popular 
to contend in the 1970s. It should not surprise us that the intricacies of philosophers' 
arguments rarely surfaced in broadsides designed to arouse patriots to war. For those 
gentry who traveled the road to independence via what May called the Moderate 
Enlightenment, however, such ideas made a decisive difference. Moreover, under- 
standing that central document of the Revolution, the Declaration of Indepen- 
dence, as Morton White has demonstrated more persuasively than Garry Wills, re- 
quires seeing it against the background of natural rights philosophy and Scottish 
common sense.14 

14 See John Dunn, "The Politics of Locke in England and America in the Eighteenth Century," inJohn Locke: 
Problems and Perspectives, ed. John W. Yolton (Cambridge, Eng., 1969), 45-80; May, Enlightenment in America, 
3-101, 153-304; White, Philosophy of the Amen'can Revolution; and Wills, Inventing America. 
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In articles published over the last two decades, Appleby has given a distinctive 
twist to the argument for the importance of liberalism in American revolutionary 
ideology. She concedes that a "regenerative republicanism" was part of the ferment 
leading to rebellion, but she insists that "deliverance from the strictures of classical 
republicanism came from the ideology of liberalism, from a belief in a natural har- 
mony of benignly striving individuals saved from chaos by the stability worked into 
nature's own design." This liberalism, she concludes, "not only justified a revolution 
against an intrusive sovereign, it also offered ordinary people an escape from the 
self-denying virtue of their superiors." These passages, from her essay "The Social 
Origins of American Revolutionary Ideology," illustrate that at times Appleby has 
carefully qualified the nature of the liberalism she imputes to American revolution- 
aries. Theirs was a liberalism rooted in the natural law tradition and informed by 
Scottish moral sense philosophy, precisely the liberalism White discovered in The 
Philosophy of the American Revolution.15 

Thomas Jefferson was optimistic about the harmonious interaction of self- 
interested individuals only because he believed their inner moral gyroscopes would 
prevent them from oppressing one another. Jefferson was a liberal who defined self- 
interest as Locke's virtue rather than Hobbes's possessive individualism. In his medi- 
tation on the "foundation of morality in man," Jefferson distinguished benevolence 
from egoism. "Self-love, therefore, is no part of morality.... It is the sole antagonist 
of virtue, leading us constantly by our propensities to self-gratification in violation 
of our moral duties to others. . . . nature hath implanted in our breasts a love of 
others, a sense of duty to them, a moral instinct, in short, which prompts us ir- 
resistably to feel and to succor their distresses." Jefferson went on to describe the 
utility of this moral sense, but he defined utility in terms of benevolence rather than 
vice versa, and his ethics was thus unrelated to the utilitarianism of eighteenth- 
century philosophers such as Jeremy Bentham. Jefferson believed that his theories 
of moral sense and natural rights were consistent with the available empirical evi- 
dence about man, but they were grounded more solidly in Hutcheson's intuitionism 
than in the behavior of Virginia planters. Indeed, the contrast between those the- 
ories and actual politics illustrates what Diggins has called the "pathos of the En- 
lightenment," the distance separating principles from practice that explains the 
failure of such American revolutionaries as Jefferson to repudiate slavery.16 

15 Joyce Appleby, "The Social Origins of American Revolutionary Ideology," Journal of American History, 64 
(March 1978), 939-58, esp. 955-56. See alsoJoyce Appleby, "Liberalism and the American Revolution'" New En- 
gland Quarterly, 49 (March 1976), 3-26; Joyce Appleby, "What Is Still American in the Political Philosophy of 
ThomasJefferson?" William andMary Quarterly, 39 (April 1982), 287-304; Joyce Appleby, "Commercial Farming 
and the 'Agrarian Myth' in the Early Republic,"JournalofAmenican History, 68 (March 1982), 833-49;Joyce Ap- 
pleby, "The Radical Double-Entendre in the Right to Self-Government,' in Origins ofAnglo-American Radicalism, 
ed. Jacob and Jacob, 275-83; and Joyce Appleby, Capitalism and a New Social Order: The Republican Vision of 
the 1790s (New York, 1984). 

16 ThomasJefferson, Writings, ed. Merrill D. Peterson (New York, 1984), 1335-39. Cf. the similar discussion 
in Thomas Paine, The Rights of Man, ed. Eric Foner (New York, 1984), 163. On Jefferson, see John P. Diggins, 
"Slavery, Race, and Equality: Jefferson and the Pathos of the Enlightenment," American Quarterly, 28 (Summer 
1976), 206-28; and Pole, "Enlightenment and the Politics of American Nature," 200-203. On the anti-utilitarian 
thrust ofJefferson's ethics, see White, Philosophy of the American Revolution, 97-141. His account is more persua- 
sive than that of Adrienne Koch, The Philosophy of Thomas Jefferson (New York, 1943), 15-43. 
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Jefferson was hardly the only American to embrace this conception of liberalism. 
The constraints it included, the characteristics that distinguished it from the laissez- 
faire liberalism that developed in the nineteenth century, must be kept in mind. 
As John E. Crowley has emphasized, economic life in America was generally dis- 
cussed within a religious framework. Even Benjamin Franklin, that notoriously cal- 
culating embodiment of the spirit of capitalism, sought only the degree of comfort 
midway between destitution and extravagance, and he too offered religious rather 
than economic reasons for his activities. Also jostling alongside the natural rights 
liberalism that informed much economic argument were competing ideas drawn 
from the older English idea of "moral economy" and the new egalitarianism of Tom 
Paine, both of which figured prominently in the writings of urban artisans in the 
revolutionary years. Finally, Forrest McDonald has demonstrated in his recent study 
Novus Ordo Seclorum the presence of a wide range of additional limits, including 
the natural jurisprudential tradition, the English common law, and various colonial 
American legal practices, that further held in check the appearance of an unre- 
strained market capitalism. For all these reasons, it would be a mistake to exaggerate 
the attractiveness of purely individualistic, proto-capitalist behavior during the 
1770s.17 

Reflecting on the ideas present and absent in those years, I believe we ought to 
think of autonomy rather than freedom as the aim of the American Revolution, au- 
tonomy not only for the nation, but for individuals as well. The concept of au- 
tonomy, in its everyday as well as its Kantian sense, is inseparable from the concept 
of self-government, and inseparable from the nuances of restraint, law, and moral 
responsibility that may be missed in the ambiguity of freedom as an idea divisible 
into negative as well as positive forms. Americans sought independence as a nation 
to secure autonomy as individuals.18 

The unity achieved during the Revolution dissolved quickly during the 1780s- 
almost as quickly as historical syntheses of the period have tended to dissolve. I will 
not attempt to bring order to the chaos of the critical period, because that chaos 
reflected the persistence of the disagreements present in colonial America and sup- 
pressed, but hardly resolved, during the war for independence. Before examining 
the persistence of diversity and the intensification of ideological and regional dis- 
putes in the 1790s, however, I want to discuss one idea Americans could agree upon 

17John E. Crowley, "This Sheba, Self". The Conceptualization of Economic Life in Eighteenth-Century 
America (Baltimore, 1974), 84. For evidence of the diverse ideas animating Americans from different backgrounds 
during the Revolution, see Alfred F. Young, ed., The American Revolution: Explorations in the History ofAmerican 
Radicalism (DeKalb, 1976); Eric Foner, Tom Paine andRevolutionary America (New York, 1976); and Gary B. Nash, 
"Artisans and Politics in Eighteenth-Century Philadelphia," in Origins of Anglo-American Radicalism, ed. Jacob 
and Jacob, 162-82. The contrast between these ideas and the interpretation Appleby has advanced in her essays 
on the Revolution is discussed by Shalhope, "Republicanism and Early American Historiography," 343n24. Al- 
though it finally dissolves into a polemical division of the American political world between heroic "nationalists" 
and dastardly "ideologues," there is a wealth of valuable material, particularly on American and English law, in 
Forrest McDonald, Novus Ordo Seclorum: The Intellectual Origins of the Constitution (Lawrence, 1985). 

18 The concept of autonomy, most carefully formulated by Immanuel Kant but also crucial forJohn Locke and 
Jean Jacques Rousseau, filtered into American thought largely through the influence of Francis Hutcheson and 
Thomas Reid, the Scottish philosophers whose ideas most nearly resembled Kant's. 
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after securing autonomy through successful revolution. That idea was popular sover- 
eignty, the location in the people themselves of the ultimate decision-making au- 
thority for the new nation. The American decision to appeal beyond the traditional 
rights of Englishmen to the rights of men, their decision to reject the definition of 
government as the sovereignty of an executive in a legislature, has been described 
by Pocock as "the most profound breach ever to have occurred in an anglophone 
political practice." Robert R. Palmer, J. R. Pole, Gordon Wood, and Forrest 
McDonald have all identified the doctrine of popular sovereignty as the decisive 
achievement of the American political imagination's 

It is clear that the idea of popular sovereignty grew from the colonial experience 
of self-government. It is sobering to realize, as Michael Kammen has pointed out, 
how poorly we understand what the colonists thought they were doing when they 
embarked on that venture by establishing representative institutions. Again re- 
gional variations must be acknowledged. Timothy H. Breen has shown how New 
England Puritans held the electorate responsible for the quality of government and 
demanded from citizens more than mere obedience. Even when political questions 
became increasingly secularized in the eighteenth century, arguments in New En- 
gland continued to reflect a mixture of concerns about property and concerns about 
piety and responsibility. In Pennsylvania, the assembly claimed powers more exten- 
sive than those of any other colonial legislature; it resisted temptations to compare 
itself to the House of Commons because that might mean reducing its powers vis-a- 
vis the executive. Yet according to John M. Murrin, this swaggering legislature was 
probably less active in exercising its elaborate powers than any other colonial repre- 
sentative assembly. Finally, in Virginia, the activities of the assembly consolidated 
citizens' rights while stabilizing a system of exploitation. Even if, to follow Pole's 
revision of Edmund S. Morgan's formulation, American freedom served as a means 
of guaranteeing American slavery, it also served as a means of guaranteeing the sur- 
vival of republicanism in practice as well as theory. Despite differences in regional 
political habits, it was above all the experience of self-government that enabled the 
colonists to fight the war for independence, to survive the critical period, and to 
create the federal republic. Yet the growth of representative institutions in America 
was as accidental as the fragmented form national political authority finally as- 
sumed as the new nation sought to accommodate the competing demands of the 
states. The triumph of popular sovereignty represented a watershed in the theory 
as well as the practice of politics. As Martyn P. Thompson has recently pointed out, 
the tension between competing efforts to establish fundamental law on the basis 
of either history or reason dissolved once the foundation of governmental authority 
was located in the people. Instead of grounding law on either ancient custom, on 

19 J. G. A. Pocock, "Radical Criticisms of the Whig Order in the Age between Revolutions," in Origins ofAnglo- 
American Radicalism, ed. Jacob and Jacob, 44; Robert R. Palmer, The World ofthe French Revolution (New York, 
1971), 269-70; J. R. Pole, Political Representation in England and the Origins of the American Republic (London, 
1966), 503-39; Wood, Creation, 344-89, 605-15; and McDonald, Novus Ordo Seclorum, 260, 280-93. For the 
contention that the idea of popular sovereignty can be traced to Locke's writings, see Julian Franklin, John Locke 
and the Theory of Sovereignty (Cambridge, Eng., 1978), 97, 104, 123-26. 
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the one hand, or the logical fiction of a contract, on the other, American proponents 
of popular sovereignty followed the lead of Montesquieu and Rousseau by replacing 
the idea of fundamental law with the idea of the public will as the legitimating 
principle of the republic. Its haphazard development notwithstanding, the idea of 
popular sovereignty, rooted firmly in experience, had a universal appeal. It seemed 
to represent at once the fulfillment of the Puritan concept of the covenant, the 
republican idea of a public-spirited citizenry, and the liberal idea of responsibly self- 
interested individuals exercising their right to self-government.20 

All three of the traditions apparent in colonial American political thought per- 
sisted into the 1790s, but the relations among them altered as the tensions within 
each tradition changed. The ideal of austere Christian virtue that had inspired and 
haunted Edwards lingered in the form of the jeremiad. Increasingly, though, as the 
nineteenth century dawned, American Protestantism accommodated itself to a 
comfortable position as guardian of a new, privatized virtue characterized above all 
by propriety, the centerpiece of what would become the genteel tradition. Evangel- 
icals bemoaned the smug worldliness of Americans, and at least some of their en- 
thusiasm assumed a militaristic form that enabled them to reenact, in style if hardly 
in substance, the glorious struggle of God's chosen people against the popish plots 
of King George and Archbishop Laud. 

If religious divisions during the 1790s did not fit neatly into the emerging pattern 
of party alignments, neither did the divisions among those who remained drawn 
toward varieties of classical republicanism. Although John Adams and Alexander 
Hamilton continued to use the republican vocabulary, the bitterness of their rivalry 
makes it apparent that they did not always speak the same language or see the same 
future for Federalism.21 

The Jeffersonians were no less contentious. In a review of Appleby's provocative 
Capitalism and a New Social Order, John Ashworth pointed out that many of the 
disputes concerningJeffersonian ideology turn on questions of definition and selec- 
tion. What is to count as republicanism? Which republicans wereJeffersonians, and 

20 Michael Kammen, Deputyes & Libertyes: The Origins of Representative Government in Colonial America 
(New York, 1969); Timothy H. Breen, The Character of the Good Ruler. Puritan Political Ideas in New England, 
1630-1730 (New York, 1970); John M. Murrin, "Political Development," in Colonial British America, ed. Greene 
and Pole, 439-40; Edmund S. Morgan, American Slavery -American Freedom: The Ordeal of Colonial Virginia 
(New York, 1975); J. R. Pole, Paths to the American Past (New York, 1979), 55-74; Jack P. Greene, The Quest 
for Power: The Lower Houses of Assembly in the Southern Royal Colonies, 1689-1776 (New York, 1972); Jack P. 
Greene, "An Uneasy Connection: An Analysis of the Preconditions of the American Revolution," in Essays on the 
American Revolution, ed. Kurtz and Hutson, 32-80; Pole, PoliticalRepresentation, 508-13; Martyn P. Thompson, 
"The History of Fundamental Law in Political Thought from the French Wars of Religion to the American Revolu- 
tion," American Historical Review, 91 (Dec. 1986), 1103-28. 

21 McLoughlin, Revivals, Awakenings, andReform, 98-140; Bercovitch, AmericanJeremiad, 132-75. My under- 
standing of the recreation of revolutionary fervor in the revivals of the Second Great Awakening rests on conversa- 
tions with Christine Heyrman, who is exploring the process as it occurred in the Carolinas. On the formation of 
the genteel tradition, see May, Enlightenment in America, 307-62. On the Federalists, see James M. Banner, To 
the Hartford Convention (New York, 1970); Linda Kerber, Federalists in Dissent (Ithaca, 1970); and Gerald 
Stourzh, Alexander Hamilton and the Idea of Republican Government (Stanford, 1970). For the suggestion that 
in the early nineteenth century party loyalty emerged as yet another (mutant) species of civic virtue, see David 
Hackett Fischer, The Revolution of American Conservatism: The Federalist Party in the Era ofjeffersonian Democ- 
racy (New York, 1965). 
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vice versa? For Drew McCoy, James Madison serves as the archetypal Jeffersonian 
Republican. For Lance Banning, John Taylor's pamphlets are "probably the most 
important source for an understanding of Republican thought in the middle 1790s." 
For Appleby, Taylor, a classical republican from the "country" mold, is not aJefferso- 
nian Republican at all.22 

If republicanism is defined as backward-looking elitism opposed to commerce 
and economic growth, then clearly manyJeffersonians were not republicans. As Ban- 
ning concedes in a recent essay, any attempt to depict the "thought of Americans 
in the 1790s as encapsulated in the conceptual world of Montesquieu's civic hu- 
manism" would be a serious error. Proponents of the republican hypothesis, Ban- 
ning protests, specifically deny "that either English oppositionists or Jeffersonian 
Republicans identified their enemies as those involved in manufacturing or com- 
merce." McCoy's The Elusive Republic, as Banning accurately points out, emphasizes 
again and again the transformation of the republican tradition in the 1790s. 
Madison and his allies repudiated the ideal of a "Christian Sparta" and embraced 
commercial agriculture and economic growth as the salvation of the American 
republic. Although worried about the consequences of that growth, they worked 
diligently to make it happen. "Recent scholarship," Banning concludes, "often actu- 
ally insists on American departures from received ideas, most especially on Amer- 
ican hostility to privilege and American rejection of 'the distinctions of class and 
rank whose balancing played so central a role in classical republicanism.' This 
scholarship should not be condemned as though the authors claimed that an entire, 
unchanging, civic-humanist tradition persisted into the new republic. Such criti- 
cism charges it with errors never made." I suspect that partisans of the liberal hypoth- 
esis such as Appleby have derived a measure of satisfaction from such remarks, since 
their challenges to the more extreme formulations of the republican argument -for 
example, those Pocock continues to make on occasion - have now elicited such a 
useful clarification.23 

Yet the ideal of civic virtue, although transformed by the experiences of fighting 
the Revolution, writing the Constitution, and facilitating the expansion of commer- 
cial agriculture, did persist in Jeffersonian discourse. A crucial passage from 
Madison's speech before the Virginia ratifying convention, June 20, 1788, under- 
scores this point. 

I have observed, that gentlemen suppose, that the general legislature will do every 
mischief they possibly can, and that they will omit to do every thing good which 
they are authorised to do. If this were a reasonable supposition, their objections 
would be good. I consider it reasonable to conclude, that they will as readily do 

22John Ashworth, "The Jeffersonians: Classical Republicans or Liberal Capitalists?" Journal of American 
Studies, 18 (Dec. 1984), 425-35. Cf. Drew McCoy, The Elusive Republic: Political Economy inJeffersonian America 
(Chapel Hill, 1980), 10; Lance Banning, The Jeffersonian Persuasion: Evolution of a Party Ideology (Ithaca, 1978), 
193; and Appleby, Capitalism and a New Social Order, 80. 

23 Banning, "Jeffersonian Ideology Revisited," 6-8; see also McCoy, Elusive Republic, esp. 49, 61, 90-100. Pocock 
has hammered this theme repeatedly; for a particularly sharp statement of his position, see Pocock, Virtue, Com- 
merce, and History, 66-67, 69-71. 
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their duty, as deviate from it: Nor do I go on the grounds mentioned by gentlemen 
on the other side -that we are to place unlimited confidence in them, and expect 
nothing but the most exalted integrity and sublime virtue. But I go on this great 
republican principle, that the people will have virtue and intelligence to select 
men of virtue and wisdom. Is there no virtue among us? If there be not, we are 
in a wretched situation. No theoretical checks - no form of government can render 
us secure. To suppose that any form of government will secure liberty or happiness 
without any virtue in the people, is a chimerical idea. If there be sufficient virtue 
and intelligence in the community, it will be exercised in the selection of these 
men. So that we do not depend on their virtue, or put confidence in our rulers, 
but in the people who are to choose them. 

Madison's argument illuminates his ideas on the relation between the structure of 
the federal republic and the necessity of a virtuous citizenry. As this passage indi- 
cates, Madison was a realist but not a cynic. The Federalist No. 10 and No. 57 likewise 
suggest that Madison considered the separation of powers a necessary, but not 
sufficient, condition to insure what he called "the common good of the society."24 

This idea of civic virtue did not die with the ratification of the Constitution, as 
Ralph Ketcham demonstrates in his study of presidential leadership in the early 
republic. Ketcham emphasizes the classical sources of the idea of the president as 
a nonpartisan patriot king, exercising leadership by appealing to citizens' moral sen- 
sibilities rather than pandering to narrow conceptions of self-interest. Of course 
something was gained when the chaotic democracy of AndrewJackson replaced that 
more refined conception of what politics ought to be about, but something, namely 
the republican ideal of civic virtue, was also lost.25 

If the idea of a common good continued to animate the republicanism of at least 
someJeffersonians - and some Federalists - during the last decade of the eighteenth 
century, did the third tradition, the tradition of liberalism based on responsibility 
rather than cupidity, also survive? At least for a short time, for what might be called 
a Jeffersonian moment, it did, and its memory has lingered into the present. This 
liberalism is not to be confused with the liberal tradition that served as Hartz's 
whipping boy or with Macpherson's possessive individualism, and it also seems 
somewhat different from the economic individualism to which Appleby has 
directed our attention. Recovering the virtues of this liberalism is important if we 
wish to understand the peculiar vitality of American democratic theory. As Appleby 
argued persuasively in Capitalism anda New Social Order, Jeffersonians in the 1790s 
sought to effect two related revolutions, both premised on the idea of equality. The 
first was economic. It was to be accomplished by an expansion of commercial 
farming that would bring greater prosperity and equality of opportunity. The 
second was political. It was to be accomplished by dismantling the politics of defer- 

24 Madison's speech is in The Papers ofJames Madison, vol. XI: 7 March 1788-1 March 1789, ed. Robert A. 
Rutland and Charles F. Hobson (Charlottesville, 1977), 163. See also James Madison, Alexander Hamilton, and 
John Jay, The Federalist, ed. Jacob E. Cooke (Middletown, 1961), 56-65, 384-90. 

25 Ralph Ketcham, Presidents above Party: The First American Presidency, 1789-1829 (Chapel Hill, 1984). See 
also the insightful review by Gordon Wood, "Politics without Party," New York Review of Books, Oct. 11, 1984, 
pp. 18-21. 
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ence and encouraging the active political participation of all men. The surprising 
congruence between these two aims and the aims of McCoy's Madisonian repub- 
licans should be clear enough. As he wrote in The Elusive Republic, 

American republicans valued property in land primarily because it provided per- 
sonal independence. The individual with direct access to the productive resources 
of nature need not rely on other men, or any man, for the basic means of existence. 
The Revolutionaries believed that every man had a natural right to this form of 
property, in the sense that he was entitled to autonomous control of the resources 
that were absolutely necessary for his subsistence. The personal independence that 
resulted from the ownership of land permitted a citizen to participate responsibly 
in the political process, for it allowed him to pursue spontaneously the common 
or public good, rather than the narrow interest of the men -or the government - 
on whomr he depended for his support. Thus the Revolutionaries did not intend 
to provide men with property so that they might flee from public responsibility 
into a selfish privatism; property was rather the necessary basis for a committed 
republican citizenry.26 

If McCoy is right, and I think he is, and if Appleby is right, and I think she is, 
then McCoy's republicans and Appleby's liberals were all struggling to achieve au- 
tonomy as economic individuals and the right to equal political participation as 
citizens. When this revised republicanism is viewed in its postrevolutionary Amer- 
ican context, and when this restrained liberalism is appreciated in its ethical and 
political as well as economic depth, as a way of thinking rooted in the natural 
jurisprudential tradition inherited by Locke and the Scottish moral philosophers, 
then at least the potential coexistence of the two traditions becomes apparent. 

Liberal Republicans, in Appleby's words, "endowed American capitalism with the 
moral force of their vision of a social order of free and independent men. The vision 
itself was grounded in the particular promise of prosperity held out to Americans 
at the end of the eighteenth century." Banning's charge that Appleby has exagger- 
ated her portrait of republicanism by presenting it as backward-looking and 
antiegalitarian may be correct, but his own portrait of liberalism as a celebration 
of the "unrestrained pursuit of private interests" is also one-sided. His portrait de- 
pends, as Banning notes, on Macpherson's analysis of possessive individualism. That 
is certainly one face of liberal capitalism, the Hobbesian face that becomes more 
familiar as the nineteenth century progresses. But it is not the only face liberalism 
has worn. Appreciating the role earlier liberals played in a world breaking free from 
feudal hierarchies and mercantilist economic assumptions may help us understand 
why they considered themselves rebels with a moral cause.27 

26 McCoy, Elusive Republic, 68. 
27 Appleby, Capitalism and a New Social Order, 104. Even Pocock now concedes that he has underestimated 

the importance of the tradition of natural jurisprudence as a factor shaping- and perhaps ultimately combining 
with-classical republicanism. See Pocock, "The Machiavellian Moment Revisited," 54. The impulse to identify 
the Jeffersonians, unfortunately, appears to be as irresistible to Banning as to Appleby: "The presence of such va- 
riety, however, does not exclude the possibility of identifying a core of belief that held Jeffersonians together, and 
I remain willing to argue both that the Republicans were bound together by the concepts explored in The Jefferso- 
nian Persuasion and The Elusive Republic and that the thought of the great party leaders should be placed some- 
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Unfortunately for this vision of historical harmony, time did not stand still with 
the election ofJefferson to the presidency in 1800. Instead Dante's demon appeared, 
sword in hand. The continuing development of the contradictory religious, polit- 
ical, and economic tendencies apparent in the 1790s gradually destroyed the bonds 
that might have linked an optimistic and egalitarian republicanism to an ethically 
attuned and democratically alert liberalism. The latent inconsistencies between 
Locke's theory of rights and his theory of money, for example, and between Smith's 
moral philosophy and his political economy, became manifest when social and eco- 
nomic change upset their unsteady equilibrium. The masters and journeymen who 
had flocked to Jefferson's republicanism divided into capitalists and industrial 
workers, the Second Great Awakening challenged the notion of a self-regulating 
secular order driven by calculating but benevolent individuals, and Southern Jeffer- 
sonians gradually retreated into the stronghold of interest politics to defend their 
peculiar institution. 

Franklin wrote that "only a virtuous people are capable of freedom." The Amer- 
ican record in the early nineteenth century suggests that a free people may be in- 
capable of virtue. During those years the meaning of virtue lost its earlier religious, 
civic, and ethical significance and became a label for bourgeois propriety or femi- 
nine purity. When independence lost its identification with benevolence, when self- 
interest was no longer conceived in relation to the egalitarian standard Jefferson 
upheld -in his theory if not in his practice- then freedom itself, especially the 
freedom to compete in the race for riches without the restraint of natural law, be- 
came an obstacle in the way of justice. That process is, of course, the story of the 
nineteenth century, and the growing dissatisfaction with the societies spawned by 
such freedom fueled the reform movements that appeared on both sides of the At- 
lantic. But it is important to appreciate the sequence of these developments in order 
to understand the cunning of freedom. Laissez-faire liberalism was not present at 
the creation of the American republic but emerged over the course of the nation's 
first hundred years.28 

where toward the middle of the party's spectrum"; Banning, "Jeffersonian Ideology Revisited," 19n46, 12-13, 16, 
33. The realization of diversity has rendered this sort of argument unhelpful and unnecessarily contentious, as 
several historians have pointed out. See, for example, Shalhope, "Republicanism and Early American Historiog- 
raphy," 350; John Zvesper, Political Philosophy and Rhetoric: A Study of the Origins of American Party Politics 
(Cambridge, Eng., 1977), 39-44, 87-131; and Richard Twomey, "Jacobins andJeffersonians: Anglo-American Rad- 
ical Ideology, 1790-1810," in Origins of Anglo-American Radicalism, ed. Jacob and Jacob, 291-97. See especially 
the conclusion drawn by John Ashworth: "As far as virtue and self-interest are concerned, then, neither party was 
wholly classical-and neither was unambiguously liberal. The labels cannot be made to stick." Ashworth, "The 
Jeffersonians," 430. This is not to say that all of these competing interpretations are equally correct; instead they 
seem to me almost equally incomplete. Perhaps historians of the early Republic should follow the lead of historians 
of the American Progressive period, who have abandoned the search for the quintessential Progressives and now 
examine the various elements that cooperated to form various progressive coalitions. See, for example, John 
Buenker's essay in John Buenker, John Burnham, and Robert Crunden, Progressivism (Cambridge, Mass., 1977), 
31-69; and Daniel T. Rodgers, "In Search of Progressivism," Reviews in American History, 10 (Dec. 1982), 113-32. 

28 Albert H. Smyth, ed., The Writings ofBenjamin Franklin (10 vols., New York, 1905-1907), IX, 80. See also 
Pole, Political Representation, 531-32; Rowland Berthoff, "Independence and Attachment, Virtue and Interest: 
From Republican Citizen to Free Enterpriser, 1787-1837," in UprootedAmericans: Essays to Honor Oscar Handlin, 
ed. Richard L. Bushman et al. (Boston, 1979), 97-124. Berthoff's essay elaborates on a theme suggested by Rowland 
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The significance of ideas can change dramatically over time. The ideas of au- 
tonomy and popular sovereignty had explosive force in a world emerging from the 
assumptions and institutions of early modern European culture, but their meaning 
proved to be quite different when used to legitimate conditions in urban industrial 
America. We must avoid reading back into the struggles of the eighteenth century 
contending forces that did not appear until later. 

My interpretation of the intermingling of religious, republican, and liberal 
themes in the political culture of America in the late eighteenth century, which em- 
phasizes the distance between the ethical thrust of such ideas and the flattened dis- 
course of nineteenth-century individualism and democracy, rests primarily on my 
reading of the meaning of the ideas of autonomy and popular sovereignty. Au- 
tonomy meant the combination of personal independence and moral responsibility 
that was central to the ideas of John Locke and Adam Smith, James Madison and 
Thomas Jefferson. It was autonomy that Samuel Harrison Smith, co-winner of the 
American Philosophical Society's prize for an essay on the sort of education appro- 
priate to a republic, seems to have been seeking. The new nation, Smith wrote, re- 
quired educational works "defining correctly political, moral, and religious duty." 
Only if American educators could instill such feelings of responsibility would "the 
radical ideas we have already established, and which are in great measure peculiar 
to us," be sufficient to secure "the virtue and happiness of the United States." In 
short, autonomy meant balancing the radical ideas of freedom and equality against 
the demands of duty.29 

Popular sovereignty meant the commitment to representative government as a 
form uniquely attractive because of its open-endedness. Although few Americans 
seem to have echoed Jefferson's blithe endorsement of periodic revolutions to water 
liberty's tree, many did believe that the new nation should commit itself unwaver- 
ingly to the principle of change. The principle of popular sovereignty was consistent 
with that belief. In the words of James Wilson, "This revolution principle - that, 
the sovereign power residing in the people, they may change their constitution 
whenever they please - is . .. not a principle of discord, rancour, or war: it is a prin- 
ciple of melioration, contentment, and peace." That dimension of the doctrine of 
popular sovereignty in America comes into focus when the American conception 
of democracy as an endless series of provisional approximations of the public interest 
is contrasted with the ideas embodied in the French Revolution. In an essay pub- 

Berthoff and John M. Murrin: "Other reforms of the post-Revolutionary half century also promised to make men 
more equal, on the model of the yeoman freeholder, but instead made them free to become unequal, and on 
a far grander scale than was possible through land speculation." Rowland Berthoff andJohn M. Murrin, "Feudalism, 
Communalism, and the Yeoman Freeholder: The American Revolution Considered as a Social Accident," in Essays 
on the American Revolution, ed. Kurtz and Hutson, 284. 

29 See Samuel Harrison Smith, "Remarks on Education: Illustrating the Close Connection between Virtue and 
Wisdom," in Essays on Education in the Early Republic, ed. Frederick Rudolph (Cambridge, Mass., 1965), esp. 
216. See also David M. Post, "Jeffersonian Revisions of Locke: Education, Property Rights, and Liberty," Journal 
of the History ofIdeas, 47 (Jan.-March 1986), 147-57. As Appleby writes, "The attribution of autonomy to the 
individual members of society also suggested a moral and material self-sufficiency, and this self-sufficiency conveyed 
new meaning to the idea of self-interest"; Appleby, "The Radical Double-Entendre in the Right to Self- 
Government," 276. 
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lished in 1971, Appleby recounted the strange career of unicameralism in France 
and America. She pointed out that the fear of perpetuating a hierarchical system 
prevented French revolutionaries from accepting the division of authority symbo- 
lized by a bicameral legislature. Americans were persuaded to accept that division, 
Wood has shown, not for the reasons advanced by John Adams- reasons reflecting 
long-standing assumptions about necessarily different social orders- but instead 
because both houses of the legislature, like the various levels of authority preserved 
in the federal structure, were grounded on the bedrock of popular sovereignty. The 
fragmentation of authority institutionalized by the United States Constitution 
reflected the reality and the ideals of a wildly diverse, pluralistic society.30 

In France, by contrast, the violent twists and turns of the Revolution can best be 
understood as a search for unitary authority. The Terror was not a reflection of the 
ideas of Rousseau. Roger Masters has argued persuasively that the Social Contract 
should be read as a warrant for popular government in which the general will is 
nothing more ominous than the assertion of the people's sovereign authority em- 
bodied in a constitution expressing their fundamental purposes. Robespierre trans- 
lated Rousseau's call for virtue into terror not because the Social Contract pointed 
in a direction different from Adams's Thoughts on Government orJefferson's Decla- 
ration of Independence, but because in France the splintering of opinions that was 
a fact of life in America simply proved too great a threat to the Revolution. As 
Franpois Furet has suggested, the legacy of the ancien regime imposed on the Revo- 
lution an unavoidable burden. The Republic had to establish a unitary and 
authoritative "opinion" in place of the chaos of "opinions" that bubbled up from 
the contradictory pressures of popular protest. Although many of Rousseau's later 
interpreters have doubted that he thought the conflict between private virtue and 
public virtue could be ended through politics, Robespierre was confident that the 
French republic could accomplish precisely that. "Man is good, as he comes from 
the hands of nature," Robespierre proclaimed; "if he is corrupt, the responsibility 
lies with vicious social institutions." If constructing new institutions that would not 
merely make possible, but require, both private and public virtue was indeed the 
goal of the Revolution, then the Terror represents not an aberration but a logical 
extension of the desire to reconstitute absolute authority on the basis of the public 
will.31 

30James Wilson quoted in Wood, Creation, 614. For a complementary discussion of Wilson and the idea of 
popular sovereignty, see Pole, "Enlightenment and the Politics of American Nature," 209-11. On bicameralism and 
popular sovereignty, see Appleby, "America as a Model for the Radical French Reformers of 1789," William and 
Mary Quarterly, 28 (April 1971), 267-86; Appleby, Capitalism anda New Social Order, 61-67; Wood, Creation, 
576-615; Robert R. Palmer, The Age of the Democratic Revolution (2 vols., Princeton, 1959-1964), I, 282. Com- 
mentators from Tom Paine to Robert R. Palmer have noted the striking similarities between the Virginia Declara- 
tion of Rights, Jefferson's Declaration of Independence, and the French Declaration of the Rights of Man and Cit- 
izen. See Paine, Rights of Man, ed. Foner, 110-15; and Palmer, Democratic Revolution, I, 518-21. 

31 My reading of Rousseau has been influenced primarily by the writings of Roger Masters. See Roger Masters, 
The Political Philosophy of Rousseau (Princeton, 1968); Roger Masters, "Introduction," in Jean Jacques Rousseau, 
The First and Second Discourses (New York, 1964); and Roger Masters, "Introduction," in Jean Jacques Rousseau, 
On the Social Contract (New York, 1978). For a detailed examination of Rousseau's debts to the tradition of natural 
law, see Robert Derath6,Jean-Jacques Rousseau et la science politique de son temps (Paris, 1979). For a contrasting 
view, see Judith Shklar, Men and Citizens: A Study of Rousseau's Social Theory (Cambridge, Eng., 1969). Recent 
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The genius of Rousseau and Madison lay in their realization that the public spirit 
they sought was in tension with - Rousseau may even have considered it antithetical 
to -the personal independence of democratic man. Rousseau, in the Social Con- 
tract, and Madison, in his writings and speeches on the Constitution, were looking 
for different ways to ease that tension.32 Both republics failed to find the solution 
these theorists sought. In France, as Robespierre's life and death showed, that ten- 
sion was resolved in ways that threatened the survival of democratic individuals and 
elevated the power of public authority. In America, as Alexis de Tocqueville under- 
stood, that tension was resolved in ways that elevated the power of democratic indi- 
viduals and threatened the survival of public authority. 

In conclusion, American revolutionaries committed themselves to a pair of prin- 
ciples that held out a formidable challenge to the new nation. Gordon Wood is 
surely right that American political debate narrowed in the nineteenth century, and 
Joyce Appleby is also right that the Jeffersonian moment of an equal commitment 
to material and moral progress was short lived. But the principles of autonomy and 
popular sovereignty had been enshrined, and they exerted a powerful hold on the 
American imagination. When the challenge of socialism emerged in the nineteenth 
century, it was not so much co-opted by a liberal consensus as it was preempted by 
the nation's own prior commitment to liberty and equality. While debate may have 
narrowed, the breadth and depth of the ideas of autonomy and popular sovereignty 
enabled American radicals for the next two centuries to expand it again by appealing 
to the stated ideals of the Republic.33 

studies concentrating on the tension between the tradition of absolute authority and the assertion of individual 
rights include Nannerl 0. Keohane, Philosophy and the State in France: The Renaissance to the Enlightenment 
(Princeton, 1980); and Stephen Holmes, Benjamin Constant and the Making of Modern Liberalism (New Haven, 
1984). See also Fran~ois Furet, Interpreting the French Revolution, trans. Elborg Forster (Cambridge, Eng., 1981), 
28-79. Cf. the discussions of Furet in Keith Michael Baker, "Enlightenment and Revolution in France: Old Prob- 
lems, Renewed Approaches,"JournalofModern History, 53 (June 1981), 281-303; and Lynn Hunt, Politics, Cul- 
ture, and Class in the French Revolution (Berkeley, 1984). The passage from Gustave Laurent, ed., Oeuvres com- 
ple'tes de Robespierre, vol. V (Paris, 1961), 207, is discussed in Norman Hamson, "The Enlightenment in France," 
in The Enlightenment in National Context, ed. Porter and Teich, 49. For a provocative consideration of Rousseau's 
relation to the other philosophes and to the Revolution, which emphasizes the revolutionaries' need to legitimate 
a droit public for the Republic, see Keith Michael Baker, "On the Problem of the Ideological Origins of the French 
Revolution," in Modern European Intellectual History, ed. LaCapra and Kaplan, 197-219. 

32 In the larger study of democracy in America and Europe since 1680 that I am preparing, I will emphasize 
the extent to which certain ideas in American political thought parallel Rouuseau's -and perhaps even more con- 
troversially, Kant's -and distinguish between those ideas and the utilitarianism developed by British radicals in 
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. For a discussion of the contrast between the ideas of natural 
law and utilitarianism, see the comparison ofJonathan Edwards's Augustinianism and Benjamin Franklin's utilitari- 
anism in Norman Fiering, "Benjamin Franklin and the Way to Virtue," American Quarterly, 30 (Summer 1978), 
199-223; and Fiering, Jonathan Edwards's Moral Thought, 346-61. On the rise of an ethically flattened political 
economy in Britain, see Isaac Kramnick, "Republican Revisionism Revisited," American Historial Review, 87 (June 
1982), 629-64. On the ideological and moral conflicts such an amoral political economy provoked in Britain, see 
Himmelfarb, Idea of Poverty, 101. The conflict was different in Britain and America, but it is important to 
remember that the idea of laissez-faire encountered resistance in both political cultures. 

33 Appleby, Capitalism and a New Social Order, ix-x; Wood, Creation, 562-64. See also Martin Diamond, 
"Ethics and Politics: The American Way," in The Moral Foundations of the American Republic, ed. Robert H. Hor- 
witz (Charlottesville, 1979), esp. 68-72; Marvin Meyers, "Liberty, Equality, and Constitutional Self-Government," 
in Liberty and Equality under the Constitution, ed. John Agresto (Washington, 1983); and Marvin Meyers, Revolu- 
tionary Thoughts in the Founding (Claremont, Calif., 1984). The persistence of the religious, republican, and 
liberal vocabularies of virtue in nineteenth-century America can be seen by comparing the following: Herbert G. 
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Taken together, and understood in all of their ethical and political dimensions, 
the ideas of autonomy and popular sovereignty were the virtues of liberal repub- 
licanism. It is one of the most familiar maxims of La Rochefoucauld that "our virtues 
are frequently but vices in disguise." In American politics, our vices have instead 
been virtues in disguise, because it was only by securing liberty and democracy in 
the eighteenth century that Americans became capable of developing the irrespon- 
sible individualism and the erosive factionalism of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries. Emphasizing the original meaning of these ideas may help explain the 
perennial appeal ofJefferson and Madison for Americans puzzled by the disjunction 
between the world we experience, a world of dependency and inequality, and the 
promise of autonomy and popular sovereignty. In sum, recovering these ideas may 
help us understand, even if it cannot help us recapture, the brief moment of alliance 
between the virtues of republicanism and the virtues of liberalism. 

Gutman, "Protestantism and American Labor," Work, Culture, and Society in Industrializing America (New York, 
1977), 79-117; Marvin Meyers, The Jacksonian Persuasion: Politics and Belief (Stanford, 1960); Daniel Walker 
Howe, The Political Culture ofthe American Whigs (Chicago, 1979); Dorothy Ross, "The Liberal Tradition Revisited 
and the Republican Tradition Addressed," in New Directions in American Intellectual History, ed. John Higham 
and Paul K. Conkin (Baltimore, 1979), 116-31; and Sean Wilentz, "On Class and Politics in Jacksonian America," 
Reviews in American History, 10 (Dec. 1982), 45-63. For a thoughtful overview, see Dorothy Ross, "Liberalism," 
in The Encyclopedia of American Political History, ed. Jack P. Greene (3 vols., New York, 1984), II, 750-63. On 
the transformation of these ideas in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, see James T. Kloppenberg, 
Uncertain Victory: Social Democracy and Progressivism in European and American Thought, 1870-1920 (New 
York, 1986). 
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